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Word Count = 501

“People who play sport usually have to spend time at practice. 
What does their coach do to help them? Sports teams often have 
competitions to nd out who are the best players. Often there is 
a prize for the winner or the winning team. Who do you think will 

win this batting competition?”

•  Retell events of the story in sequence.

•  Identify antonyms:  winter/summer  first/last

•  Note double consonant after single vowel:  batting  hitter

•  Focus on use of dash for emphasis (pages 2, 15 and 16).

•  Compare hard and soft  sound:  g bridge  judge  gate  

•  Study soft  sound:  c practice  bounce  decide  fence

•  Understand use of apostrophe for possession:  Amy’s

•  Identify compound words and contractions in text. 

•  Review use of apostrophe in contractions:  who’s  you’ve  

•  Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc. (back cover).

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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  ,       After the winter the children wanted to start playing

 .  ,     summer sports At practice Coach Jones showed them

      ,     the right way to hold the bat and how they should

.         stand He told them the most important thing to

 —   .remember always watch the ball
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        The children met for throwing and catching practice

 .     , before school They played again every lunchtime

          and after school they went to the park for batting

.practice
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          Coach Jones thought of an exciting idea for a team

.         competition He decided that he would give a special

          prize to the player who could hit the ball further

  .than anyone else



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
 

Buy:  http://www.ebooks2go.com
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